US Forest Service Uses Structure Wrap to Protect Historical Buildings from Wildfires

San Diego, CA – Firezat® Inc. Global Warming and climate change is lengthening the fire season, raising temperatures, and drying out the fuel surrounding your home. Firefighters can’t be everywhere during a major fire event which means you must do what you can to help protect your home.

The US Forest Service has wrapped valuable historical buildings in a fire resistant wrap for years to protect them from wildfire attack. Until recently, this professional wrap was not available to the general public, but it has recently been released from Firezat, Inc., the exclusive manufacture of Firezat Fire Shields.

Firezat supplied over 300,000 SqFt of its Next Generation Structure Wrap material to the US Forest service and Federal Incident Management Teams assigned as first responders to major fire events this fire season. From the fires in Montana, Idaho, and Arizona, to the Zaca Fire in California, Firezat was helping to protect historical monuments, national treasures, cabins and homes, as the last best effort to save these irreplaceable structures. Firezat Fire Shields are preferred because of their larger size, reduced labor to deploy, reduced damaged to the structure, and finally, because they are constructed with a heavier aluminum laminate and Kevlar thread, they are reusable for many fire deployments.

Over the last several years Mega Firestorms are lasting much longer which means that deploying effective fire protection is more important than ever. Since Firezat Fire Shields require no power, water, or special equipment to use or deploy, they can improve the chance or survivability of structures in virtually every possible scenario. They are environmentally friendly and once deployed will continue to protect your property for days or weeks until removed and stored for future use. Unlike Foams and Gels that evaporate when faced with the high heat, extreme low humidity, and high winds that accompany wildfires, Fire Shields are not affected and can be deployed far in advance of the fire threat.

In most natural disasters there isn’t a lot a property owner can do but ride out Mother’s Nature’s wrath and hope for the best. As the price of homes and other structures continue to escalate and insurance companies are forced to restrict or withdrawn coverage, property owners must stay involved and informed.

For more information on surviving a wildfire or information on Fire Shields visit http://www.firezat.com